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Regulation of synaptic connectivity in schizophrenia
by mutual neuron-microglia interaction
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Abstract
The examination of post-mortem brain tissue suggests synaptic loss as a central pathological hallmark
of schizophrenia. Synaptic loss has been shown to be related to increased in�ammation in the central
nervous system. Aberrant activation of microglia, the immune cells of the human brain, may account for
neuronal damage in schizophrenia. Induced pluripotent stem cells represent a promising tool for studying
neuropsychiatric disease mechanisms. A recent challenge has been the development of protocols to
derive microglia as well as neurons from schizophrenia patient-derived stem cells to better understand
the mechanistic contribution of neuroin�ammation to the disease. To address this, we present a co-
culture model of neurons and microglia, both of human origin to show increased susceptibility of neurons
to microglia-like cells derived from schizophrenia patients. Analysis of IBA-1 expression, NFκB signaling,
transcription of in�ammasome-related genes, and caspase-1 activation shows that enhanced, intrinsic
in�ammasome activation in patient-derived microglia exacerbates neuronal de�cits such as synaptic loss
in schizophrenia. Anti-in�ammatory pretreatment of microglia with minocycline speci�cally rescued
aberrant synapse loss in schizophrenia and reduced microglial activation. These �ndings open up
possibilities for further research in larger cohorts, focused clinical work and longitudinal studies that
could facilitate earlier therapeutic intervention.

Introduction
Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a complex and highly heterogeneous mental disorder characterized by severe
disabling social and clinical impairments. The broad range of individual psychotic symptoms includes
hallucinations, delusions, apathy and withdrawal, as well as cognitive de�cits. Diverse symptoms in
combination with a huge variability between individual patients complicates the understanding of
underlying biological causes and hampers the development of novel therapeutics. So far, antipsychotic
drug application aims to reduce symptom severity and improve quality of life, but there is currently no
cure available. Genetic predispositions, prenatal stress or social and environmental factors have been
suggested to contribute to disease pathology. A majority of research focuses on altered neurobiological
function, such as deregulated neurotransmitter release and aberrant neuronal activity. More recently,
epidemiological studies and genome-wide association studies suggested a link between SCZ and
prenatal infection, systemic in�ammation and immune system dysfunction 1–5.

Microglia, the immune cells of the central nervous system, emerge as key regulators of early
neurodevelopment and synaptic plasticity, while governing neuroimmunological responses. In SCZ,
aberrant neuroin�ammation mediated by reactive microglia may account for synaptic and neuronal
pathologies. PET imaging revealed elevated microglial activation in SCZ patients, while peripheral
cytokine levels were increased 6–8. Likewise, post-mortem tissue analysis and PET imaging of patients
repeatedly showed decreased cortical volume and reduced synaptic density 9–12. These �ndings
strengthened the hypothesis that an increased in�ammatory state of microglia is responsible for the
observed loss of neuronal connectivity in SCZ. So far, it is not understood how microglial activation in
SCZ contributes to the underlying pathology.
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The prevailing view of SCZ etiology has relied on mainly peripheral markers, imaging and post mortem
studies in patient �broblasts. Recent advances in human induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) models
provide a valuable tool for studying disease-relevant and patient-speci�c mechanisms of SCZ in neurons
13–15. Examination of the interaction of neurons and microglia in iPSC-derived models remained a
challenge in the �eld, but a complete human model comprising both cell types is greatly needed for SCZ
research. So far, microglia-like cells were either generated from blood-derived monocytes and exposed to
acellular synaptosome preparations, or human interneurons were co-cultivated with murine microglial cell
lines 16, 17.

This prompted us to differentiate neurons and microglial cells from iPSCs of the same donor with its
genetic background to setup co-culture models that allow the study of neuron-microglia interactions for
the understanding of in�ammatory processes in SCZ. Here, we made use of a collection of previously
described iPS cell lines from patients with schizophrenia to establish a fast microglia differentiation
protocol 18. We show that SCZ microglia display an elevated activation state as compared to healthy
controls that is linked to increased TNFα secretion and NFκB signaling as well as to enhanced
in�ammasome activity. Likewise, microglia-like cells were combined with NGN2-induced neurons for an
iPSC-derived co-culture that allows for the analysis of neuronal and microglial phenotypes in SCZ via
direct cell-cell interactions. When co-cultured with SCZ neurons, SCZ microglia exacerbate the intrinsic
de�cit of SCZ neurons to form synapses, while SCZ neurons enhance microglial activation. Importantly,
anti-in�ammatory pretreatment of microglial cells speci�cally rescues SCZ-associated synaptic loss
while having no impact on healthy controls.

Material And Methods
The methods were performed in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations and approved by the
Ethics Committee of the University Hospital and Faculty of Medicine Tuebingen. We con�rm that
participants provided a written informed consent to take part in the study. Inclusion and exclusion criteria
for the selection of patients diagnosed with schizophrenia are described in Supplementary Table 2. iPSCs
were generated and fully characterized as described elsewhere 18, 19.

Microglia Differentiation and Co-Culture with NGN2-
Neurons
For microglia generation, we modi�ed a previously published protocol for the differentiation of iPSC into
monocytes and macrophages 22. The stepwise differentiation is driven by the sequential induction of
mesoderm towards CD45+ hematopoietic stem cells for nine days. For microglial differentiation and
maturation, the necessary growth factors were adapted to ensure optimal microglial differentiation. In
this study, CD45+ precursor cells were exposed to 100 ng/ml of IL-34, 50 ng/ml of TGFβ1 and 25 ng/ml
of GM-CSF (all from Peprotech, USA) for ten days. TGFβ1 has previously been shown to comprise a
crucial brain-derived signal for microglial speci�cation 23. For details, please see supplementary
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information. Microglia were routinely characterized regarding expression of key markers like IBA1, SPI1
and TMEM119. Functionality was proven by active uptake of pHrodo-labelled bacteria and response to
LPS as a pro-in�ammatory stimulus. Microglia identity was con�rmed by RNA sequencing.
Transcriptome analysis and bioinformatical evaluation was performed by CeGaT GmbH (Germany) as
previously described 10.

Neurons were differentiated using a previously published two-step protocol 20, 21. Brie�y, iPSCs were
predifferentiated into neural progenitor cells (NPCs) using the STEMdiff ™ Neuronal Induction Kit
(STEMCELL Technologies, Canada). Quality of NPCs was con�rmed by regular immunocytochemical
stainings for PAX6, Nestin or SOX1. Subsequent neuronal differentiation was achieved by lentiviral
overexpression of human Neurogenin 2. Neuronal networks stained positive for neuronal markers like
MAP2 or β-III-tubulin or synaptic markers like Synapsin1 or VGLUT1. For further details, see
supplementary information.

After separate induction of neuronal and microglial differentiation for 16 days, microglial cells were
seeded to NGN2-neurons in a ratio of 1:5 as outlined in Fig. 5B. In case of microglial pretreatment,
microglia were stimulated using 100 ng/ml of LPS (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), 10 µM of Minocycline
(STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) or 0.1% DMSO (Carl Roth, Germany) as vehicle control for one hour
at 37°C. Microglia were washed once with DPBS and seeded onto neuronal networks in microglia culture
medium. Microglia and neurons were co-cultivated for 72 hours. A detailed description is provided in
supplementary information.

Additional experiments
For details regarding lentiviral production, p65 expression, caspase-1 assay, ELISA, �ow cytometry,
immunocytochemistry and confocal imaging, please see supplementary information.

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 9.2.0 (GraphPad Software Inc.). For non-
Gaussian distribution in pairwise comparisons, the unpaired Mann-Whitney U test was performed and for
group comparisons, Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s post-hoc multiple comparisons test was used. The
type of statistical test used is reported in the �gure legends or main text. P-values were assigned as
follows: * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001.

Results

Differentiation of microglial cells from iPSC
iPS cell lines from two healthy volunteers and four cell lines from four patients with SCZ were used in this
study as indicated in Supplementary Table 1 18, 19. Patients were diagnosed according to DSM-IV
(Supplementary Table 2). Microglia were generated from iPSC by high-dose application of IL-34, TGFβ1
and GM-CSF to optimize speci�cation of microglia (Fig. 1A). Microglia-like cells showed rami�ed
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processes indicative of a resting state morphology. Flow cytometry analysis of differentiating cells over
19 days revealed a dynamic downregulation of the stem cell marker SSEA-4, while hematopoietic and
microglial markers CD45 and CD11b, respectively, became upregulated (Fig. 1B). Immunocytochemical
analysis of microglial marker proteins including the transcription factor SPI1 as well as P2RY12 and
TMEM119 con�rmed a speci�c microglial phenotype (Fig. 1C), while immune cell and microglia-speci�c
marker proteins SPI1, CX3CR1 or IBA1 were undetectable in the respective iPSC lines (Supplementary
Fig. 1). A pH-sensitive uptake assay with Escherichia coli-derived bioparticles revealed phagocytic
functions of differentiated microglia (Supplementary Fig. 2). For a more comprehensive analysis of
microglia-like cells, we applied RNA sequencing for the comparison of iPSC with microglia-like cells
(Fig. 1D). The results indicated downregulation of stem cell genes, while key microglial marker and
speci�c transcription factor genes became upregulated. In detail, RNA sequencing identi�ed upregulation
of genes involved in chemokine or cytokine signaling, antigen processing and presentation as well as toll-
like receptor signaling in differentiated microglia as compared to naïve iPS cells (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Likewise, LPS stimulation increased pro-in�ammatory gene expression of NFKB1, IL-1β, TNFα as well as
immune response genes such as CIITA and HLA-DBR1 (Supplementary Fig. 4). iPSC derived from healthy
volunteers and patients diagnosed with schizophrenia displayed no differences in differentiation
capacity, microglial cell yield (Supplementary Fig. 5), or differential expression of microglia key genes
(Fig. 1E-M). In conclusion, the newly developed differentiation protocol proved to be suitable for the
generation of microglia-like cells.

Elevation of immune-related transcripts in SCZ microglial
cells
RNA sequencing was applied to identify deregulated transcripts in SCZ. Among the upregulated genes,
we found neuronatin (NNAT), glutathion S-transferase M1 (GSTM1), NLRP2, NLRP3, and TLR4 (Fig. 2A-E,
Supplementary Table 3). NLRP2 and 3 as well as TLR4 are linked to NFκB signaling and in�ammasome
functioning 24. In contrast, NLRP1 remained equally expressed in healthy control and SCZ samples
(Fig. 2F). GSTM1 and NNAT were previously suggested to be involved in in�ammation 25, 26. We also
observed an increased mRNA expression of the SCZ-risk gene complement factor C4A (Fig. 2G), a further
regulator of the innate immune response, which is in agreement with mRNA quanti�cations performed on
patient samples 27. C4B expression was upregulated in SCZ microglia, although statistical signi�cance
was not achieved (Fig. 2H). In summary, microglia-like cells derived from patients with SCZ showed
increased expression of genes involved in in�ammation.

Activation of iPSC-derived microglial cells in SCZ
Next, we examined the activated state of microglial cells more closely to link the transcriptomic pro�les to
microglial functionalities. In support of an enhanced in�ammatory state of SCZ microglia, we observed
increased TNFα levels in the supernatant of SCZ microglial cells as compared to healthy control
microglia (Fig. 3A). In parallel, quantitative imaging revealed upregulated IBA1 expression (Fig. 3B).
Increased TNFα levels might induce NFκB signaling after binding to the TNFα receptor. Analysis of NFκB
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translocation into the nucleus as a measure for NFκB activation showed increased NFκB levels in the
nucleus of SCZ microglia-like cells (Fig. 3C + D, Fig. 3E for quanti�cation). Enhanced expression of NLRP
suggests a contribution of in�ammasome assembly in SCZ phenotypes. In�ammasome activation is
signi�ed by caspase-1 activation 28. Measurement of caspase-1 activity as a readout for in�ammasome
functioning revealed increased caspase-1 activation in SCZ samples in comparison to healthy controls
(Fig. 3F). This �nding was replicated in after stimulation with LPS. We conclude that SCZ microglia-like
cells show an increased in�ammatory state signi�ed by enhanced in�ammasome activity.

Neurons derived from SCZ-iPSCs exhibit reduced synaptic
density
For the setup of a microglia-neuron co-culture model, glutamatergic neurons were differentiated from
iPSC-derived neuronal progenitor cells (NPC) by lentiviral overexpression of human Neurogenin 2 (hNGN2;
Fig. 4A) and further co-cultivation with murine astrocytes to enhance neuronal maturation and synapse
formation as published previously (Supplementary Fig. 6 29). NPCs expressed their cognate marker
proteins Nestin, SOX1, and PAX6 (Fig. 4B + C). Differentiated neurons elaborated MAP2-positive as well
as β-III-tubulin-positive neurites (Fig. 4D + E), and showed expression of presynaptic (Synapsin 1,
Synaptophysin, VGlut1) and postsynaptic (Homer) marker proteins (Fig. 4F-I). Synapse densities were
subsequently calculated as the number of Synapsin 1 (SYN1)-positive spots within MAP2-positive
dendritic segments (Fig. 4K + L). The analysis revealed a signi�cant reduction of SYN1 spots in neurons
derived from individual patients with SCZ. Data retrieved across experimental replicates demonstrate
reproducibility and robustness (Supplementary Fig. 7). In conclusion, neurons derived from schizophrenia
patients showed an intrinsic de�cit in the formation or maintenance of synapses.

Microglia-neuron interactions have a synergistic effect on
SCZ-induced neuronal de�cits
Neurons and microglia-like cells were separately differentiated from iPSC and subsequently combined in
co-cultures comprising all four combinations of healthy/SCZ microglia and healthy/SCZ neurons
(Fig. 5A + B). After 72 hours, IBA1-positive microglia cultivated on MAP2-positive neuronal networks
displayed a rami�ed morphology (Fig. 5C, higher magni�cation Fig. 5D). For the evaluation of reciprocal
interactions between neurons and microglia in SCZ, we examined synapse densities of neuronal
dendrites (Fig. 5E), the phagocytosis of presynaptic material by microglia (Fig. 5G), and the activation
state of microglia (Fig. 5H).

First, presynaptic Synapsin1 (SYN1) spot densities in neurons localized at MAP2-positive dendrites were
determined as an approximation for the impact of microglia on neuronal synapse numbers (Fig. 5E). The
mere addition of microglia of any kind signi�cantly reduced the density of SYN1 spots as compared to a
pure neuronal culture (Supplementary Fig. 8), suggesting baseline synapse elimination by microglia-like
cells. Addition of SCZ microglia (mgSCZ) to CTR neurons signi�cantly reduced the number of SYN1
spots in comparison to healthy control microglia (mgCTR, Fig. 5E, Supplementary Fig. 9). Likewise,
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exposure of SCZ microglia to SCZ neurons exacerbated the intrinsic synaptic de�cits of SCZ neurons. In
the presence of CTR microglia, synapse densities of SCZ neurons were signi�cantly decreased in
comparison to CTR neurons. This observation may either re�ect the intrinsic de�cit of SCZ neurons to
form synapses or may alternatively indicate an increased susceptibility of SCZ neurons towards an
extrinsic microglial impact. The stepwise decrease in synapse numbers from the control situation (CTR
neurons/CTR microglia) with an intermediate effect for the mixed combinations (SCZ neurons and CTR
microglia or CTR neurons and SCZ microglia) towards a maximal synapse loss in co-cultures of SCZ
neurons and SCZ microglia suggests that synaptic depletion is a synergistic result of de�cient synapse
formation in SCZ neurons and aberrant synapse elimination by SCZ microglia.

Due to the phagocytic activity of microglial cells, we were prompted to investigate whether the synapse
loss that occurs on dendrites is due to increased uptake of synaptic material by microglia. We therefore
analyzed the uptake of presynaptic material into IBA1-positive microglia co-cultured with neurons
(Fig. 5F + G). Uptake of synaptic material was detected and quanti�ed as outlined in Supplementary
Fig. 10. Immunocytochemistry revealed co-localization of SYN1-positive material and LAMP1-positive
lysosomes suggesting active uptake of presynapses and thus synaptic pruning by microglia-like cells
(Fig. 5F). Quanti�cation of synapse uptake (Fig. 5G) revealed a complementary effect of increasing
synaptic uptake to decreasing synapse density (Fig. 5E) indicating active elimination of synapses by
microglia. Synapse uptake by SCZ microglia co-cultured with CTR or SCZ neurons was signi�cantly
increased as compared to CTR microglia, which is in line with an enhanced microglial activation state in
SCZ. CTR microglia phagocytosed more presynaptic material from SCZ neurons than from CTR neurons,
providing further evidence for increased susceptibility of SCZ neurons to a microglial impact beside the
intrinsic de�cits of SCZ neurons to form synapses. To understand the impact of soluble factors as a
mediator of microglial impact, we next asked the question whether a direct microglia-neuron cell-cell
contact was required for synapse removal. Supernatants from neuron-microglia co-cultures of all
combinations were collected and applied to pure neuronal CTR and SCZ cultures. While SYN1 density
was generally reduced in SCZ neurons, no impact of cell culture supernatants of any kind was observed
(Supplementary Fig. 11) suggesting that cell-cell contacts rather than soluble factors are mediating active
synapse elimination by microglia.

We next examined the activation state of microglia in neuron-microglia co-cultures. IBA1 expression was
quanti�ed in all combinations of co-cultures from CTR and SCZ individuals (Fig. 5H). IBA1 expression
was increased in SCZ microglia as compared to CTR microglia after co-culture on CTR neurons,
indicating that SCZ microglia are intrinsically activated. CTR microglia exposed to SCZ neurons showed
an increased activation state compared to CTR microglia that were co-cultured with CTR neurons. This
suggests a direct impact of SCZ neurons on microglia resulting in increased levels of microglial
activation. This �nding was replicated after incubation of SCZ microglia with SCZ neurons and in
comparison to CTR neurons. Altogether, our �ndings suggest intrinsic enhanced activation of SCZ
microglia that becomes worsened by extrinsic signals supplied by SCZ neurons.
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Anti-in�ammatory pretreatment of microglia rescues
schizophrenia phenotypes
Next we asked whether modulation of microglial in�ammasome functioning mitigates the observed
reduction in synapse densities provoked by neuron-microglia interactions. The tetracycline antibiotic
minocycline activates Nrf2 and thereby reduces reactive oxygen species-induced in�ammasome
activation 30. We therefore pretreated microglial cells with minocycline prior to exposure to neurons in the
co-culture model and compared CTR microglia/CTR neuron combinations with SCZ microglia/SCZ
neurons (Fig. 6, example images in Fig. 6A). Pretreatment of microglia with minocycline did not modulate
neuronal synapse densities in the control situation (Fig. 6B). However, synapse densities were speci�cally
increased in the SCZ co-cultures (Fig. 6C). Quanti�cation of microglial synapse uptake revealed no
impact of minocycline in the control setup while in SCZ co-cultures synapse uptake was signi�cantly
decreased (Fig. 6D + E). Accordingly, minocycline reduced microglial activation as measured by IBA1
expression only in SCZ co-cultures, while having no effect on CTR microglia further underlining the
selective impact of minocycline on SCZ samples (Fig. 6F + G). Interestingly, LPS pretreatment selectively
reduced the density of synapses in CTR neurons (Fig. 6B), and increased uptake of synaptic material in
CTR microglia (Fig. 6D), while no effects were observed in SCZ co-cultures (Fig. 6C + E). In contrast, LPS
treatment increased IBA1 expression and microglial activation under CTR and SCZ conditions (Fig. 6F + 
G). Further combinations of control and patient-derived neuron-microglia co-cultures are shown in
Supplementary Fig. 12. In conclusion, minocycline rescued the SCZ phenotype regarding microglial
activation, synapse uptake and neuronal synapse densities. LPS enhanced microglial activation as
suggested by increased IBA1 expression. However, this effect does not precipitate into increased loss of
neuronal synapses or increased microglial uptake of synaptic material in SCZ samples, suggesting a
saturating effect of SCZ-related mechanisms.

Discussion
Patient-derived and disease-speci�c cellular models offer great potential to better understand the
ambivalent communication of key cellular players in neurodevelopmental disorders with a huge
heterogeneity and divergent molecular causes. Here, we present an iPSC-based co-culture model
comprising human neurons and microglia to analyze neuro-immune interactions in SCZ samples. We
demonstrate that both neuronal and microglial features contribute to excessive elimination of
presynaptic terminals. Intrinsic properties of SCZ patient-derived neurons lead to decreased synapse
densities, while SCZ microglia showed an enhanced activation state of microglia, increased TNFα
secretion and elevated NFκB signaling compared to healthy microglia. This was accompanied by an
upregulation of in�ammasome genes NLRP2 and NLRP3, which are targets of NFκB signaling and are
involved in the activation of the in�ammasome by caspase-1.

Increased IBA1 immunoreactivity indicates an enhanced activated state of SCZ microglia, which
correlates with increased TNFα secretion. In this line, peripheral TNFα is increased in SCZ as found in a
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meta-analysis of patients with schizophrenia 31. TNFα may bind to the TNFα receptor and subsequently
induce NFκB signaling. The TNFα gene by itself represents a downstream target of NFκB and may
therefore serve for sustained maintenance of an activated microglial state 32. Our expression analysis
also implies that other receptors such as TLR4 become upregulated in SCZ microglia, which may further
exacerbate NFκB signaling 33.

Our observations strongly argue for a contribution of the in�ammasome system in SCZ as documented
by increased NFκB signaling linked with upregulated NLRP2/3, and enhanced caspase-1 activity.
In�ammasome functioning relies on two consecutive steps including priming and activation that �nally
activate caspase-1 for cleavage and secretion of IL-1β 28. The priming step includes activation of NFκB
and upregulation of in�ammasome genes. We observed induction of NLRP2 and NLRP3 transcription
both of which represent central components of the in�ammasome 34, 35. NLRPs subsequently serve as
sensors for cellular stress for in�ammasome activation 28. Mitochondrial dysfunction and production of
reactive oxygen species serve as a potential in�ammasome activator and are discussed as an important
mechanism contributing to SCZ 36−38. Interestingly, minocycline was shown to inhibit reactive oxygen
species-dependent in�ammasome activation through stabilization of the antioxidant Nrf2 30, 39. Here, we
report that minocycline pretreatment of microglial cells rescued both the activation state of SCZ microglia
and additionally preserved neuronal synapses in the co-culture model. This observation therefore
supports the hypothesis that in�ammasomes are crucially involved in microglia-dependent synaptic loss
in SCZ.

A �nal step includes the activation of the in�ammasome component caspase-1, which is required for
cleavage of pro-IL-1β and subsequent release of IL-1β. Increased levels of IL-1β were found in patients
with SCZ 40. In accordance with our observation that synaptic densities are reduced in neurons upon
exposure to SCZ microglia, IL-1β was suggested to inhibit BDNF signaling, a mechanism required for
morphological and functional synaptic plasticity 41. In accordance with an impact on synapses in
particular of the prefrontal cortex, minocycline ameliorates negative symptoms in patients with SCZ and
reduces IL-1β levels in parallel 42. It is of note that minocycline selectively improved SCZ phenotypes and
did neither modulate synapse densities, nor SYN1 uptake or IBA1 expression in microglia of control
samples, suggesting a speci�c effect on SCZ samples not found with healthy controls. Accordingly, a
comparable effect of minocycline treatment was also described in a meta-analysis of preclinical studies
performed using animal models for depression. Minocycline treatment was only effective with animals
that have experienced severe stressful situations before assessment of depressive states, while no
effects were observed in testing naïve animals in an otherwise healthy state 43.

To conclude, de�cient synapse formation in iPSC-derived models of SCZ neurons has been documented
by several reports 13–15. In this study, we present a new, fully iPSC-based model of microglia and neurons
to study neuro-immune interactions. We observe immediate effects of SCZ-derived cells onto control
cells. First, we demonstrate that in comparison to control neurons, SCZ neurons induce increased
microglial activation and excessive elimination of synapses. Presumably, deposition of components of
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the complement system on SCZ presynaptic terminals and interaction with microglial complement
systems may represent one mechanism to explain increased susceptibility and concomitant aberrant
synaptic pruning 44. In line with this, we have observed increased expression of complement factor C4 in
SCZ microglial cells. Second, we observe increased microglial activation after co-culture and aberrant
synapse elimination of control or SCZ neurons by SCZ microglia compared to control microglia with a
speci�c susceptibility of SCZ microglia to anti-in�ammatory minocycline treatment. We cannot rule out
that minocycline treatment of neurons would also rescue synaptic density in SCZ samples. Microglia
were exclusively pretreated with minocycline to analyze speci�c immunological properties of SCZ
microglia in vitro. Our results are in agreement with previous studies stating that increased levels of
microglia activation were found in the brains of SCZ patients 8. We provide evidence that deregulated
in�ammasome activation may represent a further potential mechanism contributing to excessive
synapse loss in SCZ.

Although differentiation of microglia and neurons within 19 days and a co-culture of three days is not
able to fully represent aberrant neurodevelopment and neuro-immune interaction evolving over several
years in human patients, our model overcomes the need for non-human co-culture models and retains
patient-speci�c phenotypes. Here we recapitulate SCZ features of reduced synapse density and increased
microglial activation as previously visualized by PET imaging, in post mortem studies or rodent models
45, 46. It will be interesting in the future, to additionally test minocycline in microglia-neuron co-culture
models derived from larger cohorts of iPSCs with different genetic backgrounds and in unaffected
siblings of SCZ patients.

In summary, our iPSC-derived and patient-speci�c co-culture system offers the opportunity to study
neuron-microglia interactions in SCZ in more detail. The speci�c effect of minocycline on SCZ microglia
represents a promising approach for adjunctive therapy to antipsychotic treatment and may be helpful
for future drug development.
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Figure 1

Differentiation of iPSC gives rise to microglia-like cells. (A) Schematic diagram depicting all steps of
myeloid differentiation and microglial maturation from iPSC. (B) Exemplary, temporal expression of stem
cell marker SSEA-4, myeloid marker CD45 and microglia marker CD11b after onset of differentiation as
measured by FACS analysis. (C) Representative immunocytochemistry (63x) of day 19 microglia-like cells
shows expression of microglia markers TMEM119 and P2RY12, as well as expression of the transcription
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factor SPI1. Scale bar 20 µm. (D) Heatmap displaying log2 transformed expression in microglia derived
from individual iPSC clones in comparison to naïve iPSC as determined by RNA sequencing. Expression
of key marker genes and core transcription factors are upregulated in microglia, while stem cell genes
become downregulated. (E-L) Normalized expression of microglia signature genes in CTR- and SCZ-
microglia was determined by RNA sequencing. Microglial RNA was extracted from untreated, day 19
microglia derived from three independent differentiations for two control and four patient-derived lines.
RNA was extracted from cells in different passages. No differences in microglia marker gene expression
were detectable indicating that the differentiation protocol is equally e�cient for control and patient-
derived cells and the cells’ capacity to differentiate is not affected in SCZ. Normalized read counts are
represented as mean ± SEM, n > 3 for each group.

Figure 2

Differential expression of in�ammation- and complement-related genes in untreated CTR and SCZ
microglia-like cells by RNA sequencing. RNA was extracted from untreated, day 19 microglia derived from
three independent differentiations for two control and four patient-derived lines. Unpaired, two-tailed
Mann Whitney U test was employed for pairwise comparisons, n > 6 for each individual group. Data are
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represented as mean ± SEM, ns = not signi�cant. (A+B) RNA sequencing revealed a signi�cant
upregulation of the genes NNAT (p = 0.0004) and GSTM1 (p = 0.0008) in SCZ microglia compared to CTR
microglia. (C+D) Quanti�cation of NLRP2 and NLRP3 gene expression, which are involved in the
activation of the in�ammasome or caspase-1 activity. RNA Sequencing revealed a signi�cant
upregulation of NLRP2 in SCZ microglia (p = 0.0004). Similarly, NLRP3 expression is slightly increased
(p = 0.181). (E) TLR4 gene expression is signi�cantly upregulated (p = 0.0496) in SCZ microglia. (F)
NLRP1 expression is in contrast to its family members NLRP2 and NLRP3 not signi�cantly altered in SCZ
microglia. (G+H) Expression of complement and schizophrenia-associated risk gene C4A is signi�cantly
increased (p = 0.012) in SCZ-microglia, while C4B expression is slightly but not signi�cantly increased. 
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Figure 3

SCZ microglia show a proin�ammtory phenotype in combination with signi�cant in�ammasome
activation. (A) Quanti�cation of TNFα release after LPS treatment (100 ng/ml) for 24 hours in
comparison to vehicle-treated microglia by a sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA).
Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(3) = 30.0. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from three
independent experiments (n > 12 for each group), ns = not signi�cant. (B) Quantitative analysis of mean
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IBA1 �uorescence intensity of CTR and SCZ microglia treated with LPS (100 ng/ml) for 24 hours as an
indirect measurement for microglial activation. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(3) = 34.6.
Data are represented as mean ± SEM from three independent experiments (n > 20 for each group). P-
values ranged from <0.0001 to 0.0471. (C+D) Representative immunocytochemical stainings of day 19
CTR (C) and SCZ (D) microglia taken at 63x magni�cation using confocal microscopy. Microglia were
stained for Phalloidin, the transcription factor p65 as a subunit of the nuclear factor NF-kappa-B (NFκB)
and Hoechst for nucleus visualization. (E) p65 expression within the nucleus was quanti�ed and revealed
an increased p65 expression in unstimulated SCZ microglia compared to control cells. Unpaired, two-
tailed Mann Whitney U test with a p-value of <0.0001. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from three
independent experiments (n > 30 for each group). (F) Caspase-1 activity was further quanti�ed using a
bioluminescent assay as a direct readout for in�ammasome formation and activation. Cells were treated
with 100 ng/ml LPS for 3 hours as positive control for in�ammasome activation. Kruskal-Wallis test with
Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(3) = 38.17. P-values ranged from 0.0015 to 0.0068, indicating increased
in�ammasome activation in SCZ microglia. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from three independent
experiments (n > 12 for each group). 
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Figure 4

Presynaptic marker density is signi�cantly reduced in neuronal cultures derived from schizophrenia
patients. (A) Schematic overview of neuronal induction and maturation through lentiviral overexpression
of hNGN2. (B+C) Representative images taken at 63x magni�cation using confocal microscopy and
characterization of neuronal progenitor cells by immunocytochemistry with expression of standard
markers such as NESTIN, SOX1 and PAX6. Scale bar 20 µm. (D-I) Representative images taken at 63x
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magni�cation using confocal microscopy and characterization of neuronal networks by
immunocytochemical stainings for neuronal markers b-III-tubulin or MAP2 and presynaptic markers
synapsin-1 (SYN1), vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (VGLUT1) and synaptophysin (SYP) as wells as the
postsynaptic marker protein HOMER1. Scale bar 20 µm. (K) Reduced presynaptic density was quanti�ed
by analyzing the number of synapsin-1 spots detected on MAP2-positive neuronal networks. Control
clone CTR1 was set as 100 %. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(5) = 71.3. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 80 for each group), p-values
ranged from <0.0001 to 0.0022, ns = not signi�cant. (L) SYN1 density in pooled control and patient-
derived neuronal cultures. Unpaired, two-tailed Mann-Whitney U test. Data are represented as mean ±
SEM (n = 262 for CTR, n = 333 for SCZ), p < 0.0001.
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Figure 5

Reciprocal interplay of microglia and neurons in vitro reveals aberrant presynaptic uptake by SCZ
microglia. (A) Design of co-culture setup comprising iPSC reprogramming from control- or patient-derived
�broblasts. iPSC are expanded and differentiated separately towards microglia or neurons. Finally,
microglia and neurons are seeded into co-culture at a ratio of approximately 1:5 for 72 hours. (B)
Schematic overview of the different combinations of control- or patient-derived microglia and neurons
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used in this study. (C+D) Representative immunocytochemical images taken at 20x (C) or at 63x (D)
magni�cation using confocal microscopy of IBA1 positive microglia in co-culture with MAP2 positive
neurons. Scale bar 20 µm. (E) Density of SYN1 spots was signi�cantly reduced in SCZ microglia-neuron
co-cultures. SYN1 spot densities were quanti�ed on MAP2-positive neuronal networks and were
normalized to SYN1 spot densities on CTR neurons cultivated in the absence of microglia
(Supplementary Figure 8). Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test. H(3) = 54.74. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 85 for each group), p-values
ranged from <0.001 to 0.05, mg = microglia. (F) Representative images taken at 63x magni�cation using
confocal microscopy of LAMP1 and SYN1 co-localization in IBA1 positive microglia as indicated by white
arrow heads. A 3D stack of confocal images after IBA1 staining for microglia served as a mask to
identify co-localizing endosomal LAMP1/SYN1 structures. Scale bar 20 µm. (G) Change in mean
�uorescence intensity of SYN1 within IBA1 positive microglia was analyzed for quanti�cation of active
presynaptic uptake by microglia. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(3) = 96.1. Data are
normalized to CTR microglia (mgCTR) cultured on CTR neurons and are represented as mean ± SEM
from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 125 for each group), p-values ranged from <0.0001 to
0.0135. (H) Microglial activation as quanti�ed by the change of mean IBA1 �uorescence intensity of
microglia after co-culture. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(3) = 79.5. Data are normalized
to CTR microglia (mgCTR) cultured on CTR neurons and are represented as mean ± SEM from at least
�ve independent experiments (n > 125 for each group), p-values ranged from <0.001 to 0.0014. 
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Figure 6

Anti-in�ammatory pretreatment of microglia inhibits aberrant presynaptic uptake in SCZ patient-derived
microglia. (A) Representative images taken at 63x magni�cation using confocal microscopy of
immunocytochemical staining of SYN1 positive structures within IBA1 positive microglia after LPS (100
ng/ml) or minocycline (10 µM) treatment. Scale bar 20 µm. (B) Quanti�cation of SYN1 spots in control
cultures after co-culture with pretreated microglia. SYN1 spot densities were quanti�ed on MAP2-positive
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neuronal networks. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(2) = 9.93, p = 0.0069. Data are
represented as mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 50 for each treatment). (C)
Quanti�cation of SYN1 spots on SCZ neurons exposed to pretreated SCZ microglia. Kruskal-Wallis test
with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(2) = 15.0, p = 0.0133. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from at least �ve
independent experiments (n > 59 for each treatment). (D) Analysis of SYN1 uptake by pretreated IBA1-
positive CTR-microglia after co-culture with CTR-neurons. SYN1 intensity was quanti�ed in IBA1-positive
masks. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(2) = 35.76, p < 0.0001. Data are represented as
mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 86 for each treatment). (E) Analysis of the
mean SYN1 �uorescence intensity within pretreated IBA1 positive SCZ-microglia after co-culture with
SCZ-neurons. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(2) = 68.16, p < 0.0001. Data are represented
as mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 85 for each treatment). (F) Microglial
activation as determined by quanti�cation of mean IBA1 �uorescence intensity of pretreated CTR-
microglia after co-culture with CTR-neurons. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s post hoc test, H(2) = 95.89, p
< 0.0001. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from at least �ve independent experiments (n > 86 for
each treatment). (G) Microglial activation as determined by quanti�cation of mean IBA1 �uorescence
intensity of pretreated SCZ-microglia after co-culture with SCZ-neurons. Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn‘s
post hoc test, H(2) = 70.22, p < 0.0001 and p = 0.0003. Data are represented as mean ± SEM from at least
�ve independent experiments (n > 85 for each treatment).
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